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FFOOOOTTPPRRIINNTTSS  
THE NEWSLETTER OF THE HOWARD COUNTY STRIDERS 

VOLUME 45, No. 4 — October 2020 

  
The Howard County Striders running club is an incorporated non-profit organization dedicated to 

promoting lifetime fitness through running. An active member of the community, the Striders is one 

of the largest, most involved clubs in the mid-Atlantic area. We sponsor or support many types of 

activities, including high quality race events, group runs at least three times a week, weekly series 

runs, and many activities to promote youth running in the community. 

 

http://cts.vresp.com/c/?HowardCountyStriders/9e39bb9ac8/b7e26a1f96/dbdef887f4/utm_source=group-badge-volunteer-green
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Striders  Staying Motivated in 2020!

FROM THE EDITOR 
Michelle Pelszynski, managing editor, newsletter@striders.net  

Cover Photo: Some of our strong Striders featured in this edition of Footprints. From top left: Alyssa Mitchell, 

Deborah Cohen, Pamela Cheung, and Lynda Allera have found ways to stay motivated! 

 

Although the days may be moving slower than usual, I hope you all have 

embraced them out on the roads, trails, paths, or the track. The leaves are 

changing, temperatures are cooler, and the humidity is finally breaking. It’s 

October typically the busiest time of year for our running community, with races 

– local and international. This is no typical year, but our Striders are not typical 

either. Our Striders are strong, creative, and UNSTOPPABLE!  

 

Creative. 

I have seen and heard so many inspiring stories of how you all are staying 

motivated, and motivating others! Some runners have turned their cancelled in-

person races into backyard races, and created a socially-distant celebration in their neighborhood 

with family and friends. Deborah Cohen shares her incredible Virtual Boston Marathon story with 

us. 

 

Inspiring. 

Others have encouraged their colleagues, friends, and other family members to train and run their 

first 5k or 10k. It has also been a great time to find new ways to cross train. I have seen many groups 

out kayaking, standup paddle boarding (SUP), hiking, climbing, cycling, and more – all safe and 

healthy!  

 

Unstoppable. 

Alyssa Mitchell has taken her training to a whole new level! She shared her many running 

accomplishments with us, such as completing several virtual marathons, racing “across” states, and 

still going strong with a running streak through the past several months!  

 

Some small local races have been able to safely have a Start line with capped registration, staggering 

starts, and mask requirements, including the Striders’ Run Through the Grapevine and Turkey Trot.  

mailto:newsletter@striders.net
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 It may not be the same social vibe as it was in 2019, but the live events that I have participated in 

have had the same amazing energy!! We are getting there!! 

 

Thank you, Striders, for staying safe, motivated, and MOTIVATING!! 

 

Stay healthy, and be kind - to others and, more importantly, yourself! 

 

Michelle P. 

 

Next issue of FOOTPRINTS is scheduled for January 2021. Til then, breathe deep and run light. 

 

 

 

UPCOMING STRIDERS RACES 

Submitted by Cecilia Murach. 

As the State of Maryland eases restrictions, we wanted to provide members the opportunity to race 

again, with significant precautions.  We will be offering two small, in-person events this Fall.    

 

Run Through the Grapevine – November 8  

 

This event is a Howard County Striders Fall classic taking place at Linganore Winecellars. This 

year, we will be running one race at the 8K distance. To keep things simple and streamlined, there 

will be no premium, but all finishers will receive a wine glass.  Registration was limited to 200 

participants, and has already sold out. 

 

The safety precautions for this year’s race include: 

 

• All participants and volunteers are expected to follow the current government COVID-19 

guidelines including social distancing and wearing face masks.  

• We discourage spectators in order to limit crowds. 

• Linganore Winecellars will not be providing a wine tasting as in previous years. 

• All pre-race and post-race activities will be held outside. Participants will not be allowed 

inside Linganore facilities. Porta-pots will be available. 

• To reduce crowding at the start/finish and to maintain social distancing, we will be 

implementing wave starts. Waves will comprise of 10-20 runners and will start every 1-5 

minutes. Participants will be placed in wave based on estimated completion time or pace.  

• Post-race food will be limited. We will provide water and Gatorade bottles. Participants 

should bring their own snacks and food. Picnic tables will be available if you want to hang 

out after the race while maintaining appropriate social distancing. 

• There will be NO awards ceremony after the race. Awards will be mailed to winners or 

available for pickup at Feet First in Columbia. 

 

Turkey Trot Prediction Run – Thanksgiving Day  **NEW LOCATION FOR 2020** 
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Due to permit issues, this year’s Turkey Trot will be held at Burleigh Manor Middle School, 

following the Burleigh 5 mile weekly series course.   We picked this quiet, all-road course to allow 

runners to spread out. 

 

The format will still be a prediction run, as is our club tradition: you get to start whenever you want 

- whoever finishes closest to 11:00 a.m. wins!  No timing devices of any kind are allowed. To keep 

things interesting, and because this is 2020 after all, this year’s event will have the added challenges 

– a different, shorter distance (5-mile vs. the traditional 10k) and a hilly course.  Consider yourself 

warned!   

 

All activities will take place outdoors under the direction from CDC that outdoor spaces are better 

than indoor ones.  A major difference with previous year’s events is that no facilities will be provided, 

and there will be no food this year.  Our goal is to provide you with the opportunity to run on 

Thanksgiving morning and challenge yourself to come in on time, and safely socialize outdoors.   

We do understand the issue of crowding at the finish line due to the prediction run format of this 

event.  We encourage you to please use your good judgement and carry a buff or mask with you in 

case you cannot appropriately distance yourself as you get close to the finish line.  

 

Although final details are still being ironed out as we publish this newsletter, we will be following 

these safety protocols given the COVID-19 landscape: 

 

• In order to reduce contact, race-day registration will be 100% online rather than on pen & 

paper. We will have a streamlined process of 4 registration stations placed 6 feet apart, with 

before & after hand hygiene practice, similar to what is performed in healthcare settings 

(hand sanitizer will be available at each station). This will help ensure that the machines 

remain sterile between users. 

• Lines at registration will be marked in order to allow for appropriate social distancing 

spacing. 

• Volunteer interaction during registration will be limited to receiving payment and bib. 

• Runners will be encouraged to wear a mask covering mouth & nose during pre- and post- 

race interactions  

 

While this is new territory for us and there are likely to be some minor hiccups, we hope you will find 

that the above actions will support our ability to host events that still allow us to run and race in 

person, while being compliant with CDC safety recommendations in the COVID-19 context. 

 

Thank you to all of you who registered for Run Through the Grapevine - we look forward to hosting a 

safe race for you!  We also hope to see you on Thanksgiving morning at Burleigh Manor Middle 

School. 

 

MORE WOMEN GAIN GROUND IN ULTRAMARATHONS, 

OTHER LONG-DISTANCE RACES 

Submitted by Amanda Loudin, The Washington Post, 9/26/20. Reprinted with permission of author. 
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The concept is deceptively simple: Every hour, on the hour, runners begin a four-mile loop on an 

obscure Tennessee farm. The last person standing wins. In 2019 at the Big Dog Backyard Ultra, the 

last person was Maggie Guterl, running 250 miles in 60 hours, beating everyone who entered, male 

or female. 

 

Scientists have long predicted that eventually women could surpass men in ultradistance running 

events, those longer than a 26.2-mile marathon and as much as 200-plus miles. While men still edge 

out women in the marathon by about a 20-minute margin on average, women are now starting to 

close the gap at some ultramarathons. 

 

A recent analysis of more than 15,000 ultra events found that once the 195-mile threshold is crossed, 

female ultrarunners are 0.6 percent faster than men. A look at long-distance results from the past 

few years shows women are announcing their presence in “ultras”: 

 

• In 2017, 38-year-old Colorado-based Camille Herron beat 120 men and 60 women to win the 

Tunnel Hill 100-Mile trail race in Illinois. 

• Also in 2017, Courtney Dauwalter, 35, finished out the Moab 240 Endurance Run in Utah a 

full 10 hours ahead of her nearest competitor, besting 98 men and 18 women. 

• In August 2019, running as a pair, Emma Mure, 25, and Sara Aranda, 30, set a fastest 

known time (FKT) of three days and 17 hours for running the 112-mile Wind River High 

Route in Wyoming; the men’s record had stood at four days and two hours. 

 

“The more women who participate and therefore are able to represent the best talent pool, the more 

the sex difference will represent the physiological differences (drop to 10 percent) rather than be 

inflated because of other factors like lack of talent pool in the women,” Sandra Hunter, a professor of 

exercise science at Marquette University, says in an email. 

 

 “Females are closing the performance gap in ultras, and the longer the distance, the smaller the 

gap,” says Nicholas Tiller, a research fellow in exercise physiology at Harbor-UCLA Medical Center, 

who is studying the phenomenon. “There are likely a host of reasons why this is the case.” 

 

Women arrived late to the endurance party thanks to rules that kept them out of long events, such 

as a woman’s marathon, until the early 1970s. They are slowly but surely learning the game. Right 

now, fewer women participate in ultra running than men, making up about 35 percent of races 

between the marathon and up to 50 miles. That percentage drops to 25 percent and below at about 

the 100k and longer mark. 

 

“This is one of the confounding factors when figuring out why females excel at longer distances,” 

Tiller says. “It’s likely that the type of females who choose these events are super tough and quick to 

begin with, so it’s self selecting and maybe not a fair comparison of males and females” since so 

many more men of mixed abilities are competing in these races. 

 

Paul Ronto, one of the researchers on the ultra-events analysis, says he agrees. Ronto says his study 

looked at averages, which doesn’t equate to the best women being better than best men. 

 

https://runrepeat.com/state-of-ultra-running
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“On average, the fields are about 20 percent female and 80 percent male,” he says. “The women who 

toe the line are better prepped and professional athletes, where some of the men in the field are less 

competitive and more experiential in their approach.” 

 

Beat Knechtle, a professor of general medicine at the University of Zurich, in Switzerland, has 

conducted several studies to try to discern whether the female winners in these recent long races are 

outliers or indicators of a growing trend. “You need to include all women and men in an analysis to 

make a conclusion about gender differences,” he says. “Looking only at winners or top athletes can 

lead to a selection bias.” 

 

His 2015 study looked at the performance differences between men and women in 50-mile to 3,100-

mile ultramarathons. His sampling of 128,000 finishers (101,000-plus men and 26,000-plus women) 

concluded that overall, men were still faster than women by 17 to 20 percent for all those distances. 

Still, he says, “women can close the gap to men with increasing age and depending on the race 

distance,” although more studies are needed to show that. 

The role of physiology 

“There are fundamental physiological differences [with men] that will always put women at a 

disadvantage,” Hunter says in an email. “On average, males have larger hearts, more muscle mass, 

less essential fat to carry and greater concentrations of hemoglobin (oxygen carrying capacity by the 

blood). All these factors will provide a performance advantage of close to 10 percent-12 percent. 

 

 “For these reasons, [even if many women can outperform many males], the best male theoretically 

should be able to outperform the best female and that is what is typically seen in world record 

performances,’ Hunter says. 

 

There are places where women have advantages for extreme distances, Tiller says. “From a 

physiological perspective, females have more slow twitch muscle fibers than males, which means 

they are more fatigue resistant at an endurance event,” he says. 

 

In addition, Tiller adds, females tend to burn more fat than men relative to body mass, which counts 

in the ultra-distance. “We can deplete carbohydrates as an energy source in about two hours,” he 

explains. “In a marathon, or even in a six- or 12-hour event, the sex differences in fat oxidation 

doesn’t count for as much. But over a 24-hour event, you might be looking at a 1,000-calorie rate 

difference, which adds up to a big advantage for females.” 

 

Honing the mental game 

Despite the physiological differences, coaches say that the mind-set of a runner can make a huge 

difference to who hangs on — and wins — an ultra, which can level the playing field between men 

and women. 

 

When Guterl entered the Backyard Ultra this year, she did so with a dogged determination. “I 

learned quite a bit racing it last year,” she says, “and through my experience and watching others, I 

started to believe in myself months in advance of the race.” 

 

Running coach David Roche says that when he saw Guterl a few weeks before the race, she was 100 

percent present and ready. 
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“That might be the most important factor in a race like this,” he says. “Once you check that box, 

physiologically, they will do what they can with their fitness.” 

 

Roche says that you can’t discount the shot of inspiration women receive from watching their female 

peers win titles. 

 

“There are so many incredible female performances going on right now,” he says. “These women lift 

each other up and they are pushing themselves and others to the brink. In the process, they’re 

passing a lot of men.” 

 

Mure says this is true for her. 

 

“I believe visibility is a crucial element to get more women out there,” she says. “I didn’t even know I 

wanted to do this until I saw photos of other women running in the mountains. Now I understand 

there’s so much opportunity.” 

TALES FROM THE TRAILS 
Submitted by Pattie Laun 

 

The trails in and around Patapsco Valley State Park were in full use this spring and summer, but 

things are starting to thin out a bit. I’ve been running nearby, sometimes without seeing anyone on 

weekdays and thoroughly enjoying the quiet! In every case, however, when coming across other 

people, one of us hops off the trail to let the others pass, always with “have a great day,” or “enjoy 

your trails” to send them on their way. Some people wear masks, but most do not in this area. 

According to the CDC (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-face-

cover-guidance.html, updated 8/7/2020), there are instances when masks are not feasible. 

 

One of those instances is during high-intensity exercise…and trail running falls under that category. 

The CDC further recommends that visits to parks (where those trails happen to be) should be done 

when they are not crowded and where you can socially distance when encountering others. I always 

have a mask or buff with me in case I cannot step off the trail to allow for the 6 ft. of separation from 

fellow trail users. Please be sure to sneeze or cough into your sleeve and bring hand sanitizer. 

 

(Pictured: Matt Maris, Beth Wise, Erin and Marc Presslein 

running the virtual Patapsco Trail Fest 2020 Half Marathon) 

 

In other trail news, the Patapsco Trail Fest 2020 is 

virtual this year! Registrants may run any of the 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-face-cover-guidance.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-face-cover-guidance.html
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events between September 18 and October 18…with routes and results published on Strava. The 

event is self-supported (no aid stations), but the swag looks great – tee shirt, hat, buff, and sticker! 

Good luck and strong legs to everyone running it! 

 

Happy Trails!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BULLSEYE BACK TO SCHOOL CHALLENGE 
Submitted by Phil Lang 

 

As Summer was ending and so many of us were wondering how this school 

year would begin and go, Bullseye decided to host a Back to School Virtual 

Challenge for the month of September.   

 

The annual Savage 7k, an event to raise funds to keep the Carroll Baldwin 

Hall restored, was not going to happen at the end of September due to the 

pandemic.  Bullseye partnered with the Savage 7k and used the Back to 

School Virtual Challenge as the fundraiser event.  The goal was to run at 

least a 7k once a week and to touch 7 schools each week.  Junior Striders Bullseye coach Brian Sivitz 

found that there are 77 public schools in Howard County and suggested he was going to touch them 

all.  The 7's and the challenge was enough for a few of us to give it a go.  Not going to lie, running on 

some of the roads to touch a few schools on a given run was a bit scary and dangerous.  However, 

finding different routes all around town was quite the fun adventure.  I think only 5 of us (Eric 

Schuler, Pamela Cheung, Harry Rowell, Phil Lang and Brian Sivitz - sorry if I missed anyone) made 

it to all 77 schools in Howard County but most everyone adjusted their running routes to accept the 

challenge of touching schools and earned a respectable grade.  Yes, we had to give ourselves grades 

each week for completing the tasks or not.  Of course we had homework assignments, I know you 

were thinking about that right.  One week we had to run around the school we had touched the most 

then do 7, yes 7, sit ups and 7 pushups.  Another week we had to run around a school as fast as we 

could for 7 minutes.  It appears as though we, as a group, touched 119 different schools and more 

importantly took advantage of the little bit of extra motivation to get out there and log those miles. 
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(From Left: Pamela Cheung and Lynda Allera.) 

 

 

 

 

 

PROFILES FROM THE PACK 

Submitted by Rene Alonso 

 

 The Corona Virus Pandemic has forced many runners to change their running 

routines.   Largely, in part we have all had to find ways to continue to find 

goals without any in-person races for a long period of time during 2020.   While 

things are starting to open up with running in groups and a small offering of 

in-person races, there are some people that have taken on virtual running.    

 

What is virtual running?  Virtual running works exactly the same as any 

other type of running but the difference is that the entered race can be run at 

any location, at any pace, inside on a treadmill or outside in another country! 

All you have to do is enter a race and provide evidence that you have done it. 

That's it! 

 

Alyssa Mitchell, a Striders member for many years, offers her ideas on virtual running and how she 

uses it as a positive model to prepare for in-person races when appropriate: 

 

I have been running for many years and seemed to have hit a wall. In 2019, I started a run 

streak and planned to run from Memorial Day to July 4th. The requirement was at least a 

mile a day for 45 days - seemed simple enough. July 4th came and went. Labor day came and 

went...I felt unstoppable and the streak continued. I made it 135 days and then needed a 

break.  
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Fast forward a few months and I was ready to do it again. I recognized the benefits and I 

started a new run streak on Christmas Eve. As 2020 progressed, the runs seemed to get 

easier. With all going on during the Pandemic, running was my little bit of “normal”. I 

usually run in the morning to jump start my day. After a while, running becomes part of 

your daily routine.  

 

For motivation, I use virtual races to keep me going. On May 1, I joined The Great Virtual 

Race Across Tennessee. After 116 days, I had run/walked across Tennessee and back for a 

total of  2000KM. These type of challenges keep me motivated to keep running. 

 

Truthfully, my goal was to get faster. I wanted to teach my body to run on tired legs. My goal 

was to run at least a mile every day. When races started getting cancelled due to the 

pandemic, I developed different goals. I over trained in 2019 and struggled. This year, I am 

using a different approach. Some days I focused on cadence, some days heart rate, some days 

VO2 max. And of course, there are the very important recovery days. I am using 2020 as my 

base building year. Looking forward to a strong 2021! 

 

I enjoy the competitiveness without the nervousness I experience at races. I use Running 

Ahead to track my streak and total miles. I use Garmin Connect, Nike Run Club 

and Strava to measure performance.  

 

For the virtual races, I use the websites. Many of them have trackers 

that upload results from Garmin and compare to others competing in the 

virtual race.  I have done the NYRR races, The Big Surreal, Virtual Rock 

N Roll and the Chicago Virtual Experience. Because the races 

use Garmin information, I feel that I am getting a good measure of my 

conditioning. I use the Virtual Rock N Roll for training and virtual races 

to keep me conditioned.  It’s nice to see my name on the leaderboards for 

the races and see how my performance matches up to others in my age 

group. Plus, I have gotten some good swag - t-shirts, cups, belt buckle, 

bags and I even won a pair of Hokas.  

 

I am excited to get back to racing again when the conditions change, but 

for now...virtual races are keeping me going. Up next, the MCM 

Trifecta!  

 

(Pictured: Alyssa at the RRCA 10-mile  Challenge in February 2020.) 

 

 

 

Virtual running can be used as a positive means to a way to build some pretty tremendous goals.  

Find your happy pace and your happy pace may just be around the corner!   The Howard County 

Striders are here to offer options.   Keep your eyes open for upcoming training, maybe virtual 

training could work for you just like it has for Alyssa!   Regardless of how you slice it – we hope to 

continue to see you all out there! 
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RUNNING BOSTON 2020: MY VIRTUAL REALITY 

 

Submitted by Deborah Cohen 

 

Originally scheduled for April 20, 2020, the 124th 

Boston Marathon was going to be my victory lap, 

the iconic locale and just reward for completing 

my 10th and final marathon at the age of 63. I 

imagined turning onto Boylston Street with tears 

streaming down my face, bursting with joy and 

relief as I crossed the finish line for my swan song 

marathon after all of the bumps in the road that 

I’d endured to get there! The roar of the crowds, 

thrum of feet pounding, family members cheering 

and welcome vista of modern storefronts and 

spectacular historic churches as I rounded the 

curve would be the perfect finale for my multi-

year adventure into the agony, ecstasy, and 

emotional rollercoaster of voluntarily running 

26.2 consecutive miles.  

 

But this is 2020, and that blissful vision is not exactly how it went down. 

 

I can’t describe what all this meant to me without the back story. Running any marathon, much less 

Boston, was not something I could have ever fathomed doing. While not particularly encouraged 

toward athletics as a girl growing up in the 60s, I learned to swim at age 3 at a summer swimming 

pool and never stopped, swimming on my college team and keeping up a rigorous swim routine from 

that day forward, even though I was not competing. At about age 30, I began learning about the 

benefits of cross-training and was inspired to incorporate running and strength-training. The first 

time I tried running, I thought, “this really sucks.” But I liked being outside and using my muscles 

differently, and I kept at it. Although I only ran once or twice a week for years, as soon as I began 

doing road races, I was hooked. It went like this: run a race, feel like you are going to die and swear 

you will never under any circumstances do it again, feel elated when done, win some prizes, sign up 

again. Gradually, running began to feel more natural to me, and I discovered I was a much more 

competitive runner than swimmer. 

 

But my running did not really take off until I moved from Northern Virginia to Columbia in my 40s. 

Suddenly there were all these beautiful lakes and paths, runners everywhere, and multiple races 

happening every weekend. While still keeping up my swimming, I was challenged to add more 

running to my routine, and I went from running a 10k as my longest race to a half marathon. I even 

caught the triathlon bug and completed three consecutive Iron Girl sprint triathlons. Still, running a 

full marathon was unthinkable. That changed when a friend who had barely started running 

announced she was training for the Marine Corps marathon and proceeded to do it! I thought, if she 

can do this, it HAS to be possible for me! In my ignorance, I thought that since I was doing well in 

my age group in shorter races, it was within the realm of possibility to set my sights on a BQ, 

something I kept hearing about from you Strider people.  
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After a few rough patches, some mild injuries and a litany of training mistakes, I did manage to 

qualify for Boston with a 10-minute cushion at my third marathon, in Delaware in 2016. I had the 

privilege of running Boston for the first time in 2017, at age 60, which was significant to me for 

many reasons. I grew up in Rhode Island and loved going on outings with my family to see Boston’s 

historic sights and shop with my Mom at Filene’s Basement. I went to college in the Boston suburbs 

and took the train into the city practically every weekend. And my Mom worked for years in Copley 

Plaza, commuting by train from Pawtucket, R.I., so when I was in college we would often meet up in 

the city. I clearly remember her telling me what it was like being in Boston around marathon time 

every year. My Mom passed away in 1997, but I knew how thrilled she’d be to know I was running 

Boston. To top it off, I have family members in the area who came to the race, cheering me on at two 

different spots including the finish line, where they were able to get a live video and we shared a 

wonderful celebration meal together.  

 

Again, in my ignorance, I was hoping I could requalify for 2018 at this race, but soon discovered just 

how much harder the Boston course is than any of the others I had done. However, a month later, I 

found a much more low-key and flatter marathon to run in York, Pennsylvania, and I earned a PR 

and my second BQ, with a 19-minute cushion.  

 

After that, things started going downhill. Literally, while running on the down slope of Little 

Patuxent Parkway in the fall of 2017, I felt a weird twitch in my left foot, and then pain. It turned 

out to be a stress fracture, sidelining my running and ultimately keeping me from being able to heal 

and train well enough for Boston 2018. No problem, right? I’ll try for 2019. 

 

Here's where things got really challenging. It was a long recovery after my stress fracture, and soon 

after coming back to running, I experienced a stress reaction in the other foot, so I had to slow down 

again. I also had to have physical therapy for my right hip, a problem spot for me that had flared up 

from having to wear the boot on my left foot. With my very active job as a personal trainer, getting a 

lot of full-on rest time was not possible. I kept up my swimming and strength training, though, 

which helped me maintain fitness and mental balance at least!  

 

When I was finally fully healed and returned to racing, my times had slipped a lot. So, for two years, 

it went like this: train for a marathon, run the marathon, miss the mark by a small amount, recover, 

rinse, repeat. Some of these misadventures were pretty comical in retrospect. For example, once I 

somehow left my preferred shoes at home and had to buy a new pair— 

the wrong model—the night before. I hobbled through the entire race getting blisters. I won my age 

group with my slowest time ever, but that was small solace. 

 

Fast forward to May of 2019: Finally, I returned to the site of my second BQ, the York Marathon, 

and managed to finish under my qualifying time with less than two minutes to spare. This was not 

easy, since not only had I slowed down a lot between age 60 and 62, but the B.A.A. in its wisdom, 

had lopped five minutes off the qualification times for every age group. That meant I had to finish 

five minutes ahead of the time I needed for my first two BQs. 

 

The next four months dragged by as I waited to learn whether I had enough cushion to get into the 

race, painfully aware that it could go either way. By now, I was mentally and physically burned out 

from marathon training and ready to focus on the shorter races that had always been my strength.  
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So I vowed that if I made it to Boston 2020 after the missed opportunities in 2018 and 2019, it would 

be my last marathon victory lap. Hence the scenario I described earlier.  

 

Fortuitously, I got my acceptance email into the 124th Boston Marathon on my 63rd birthday. That’s 

what I call a perfect gift!! When I looked to see what the cutoff time was, I was astounded to discover 

that I had made the cut by TWO SECONDS!!!!! (you had to be 1:39 under your age group time and I 

was 1:41 under.) 

 

The rest is well-documented history. Rumblings about the Coronavirus striking Europe began in 

February, and by mid-March the U.S. was shutting down and cancelling all events. That included 

the Boston Marathon, which was rescheduled for September 14th. I was 95 percent trained and ready 

for April, and then I was 95 percent trained and ready for September. And then we got an email 

saying it was no longer safe to hold the race in September and offering us the “opportunity” to run it 

virtually. We would not be guaranteed entry into the 2021 race, although we could use our original 

2020 qualification time to try. If we chose to do the virtual 2020 race, our time would not count as a 

BQ time. I sat there numbly trying to digest this information. I understood the race being cancelled. 

I didn’t even mind doing it virtually. But the part about not being guaranteed entry for 2021?? That 

just can’t be right. Except that it was. 

 

At that point I had two choices. Be upset and stew about it or make the most of my virtual 2020, 

since this was in all likelihood my very last shot at doing Boston. With people becoming gravely ill, 

dying and losing their livelihoods and loved ones at the hands of this deadly disease, being healthy 

enough to run a virtual marathon was a ridiculous thing to be upset about. 

 

B.A.A. did a fantastic job of encouraging and inspiring some 18,000 runners who signed up for the 

virtual 124th Boston. They offered continual online guidance and support, expert panels and training 

tips. There was a phone app that allowed you to print out your start and finish lines, break tape, and 

signs marking the different towns along the real route. And they sent us a pre-race goodie package 

including our racing bib and traditional race nutrition items. They encouraged us to have fun at 

every stage of the process, so I made a video sitting on my couch as the site of my personal Boston 

Expo, pulling things out of the box live. But let’s face it, the biggest lure was knowing that once we 

submitted our Garmin proof of running the race, we would get our official Boston 2020 race shirt and 

medal in the mail. We could run the race any day between September 5th and September 14th, with 

no time limit, as long as we completed the distance all at one time on a single day. On August 27, I 

had reached the point where I was ready to announce on my Facebook page, “After two cancellations, 

I'm trained and ready for the virtual version. Let's do this! Virtual Boylston Street, here I come!” 

 

My plan was to do my marathon at the same site where I prefer to do my long runs—anything over 

12 miles—at The NCR trail starting at Paper Mill Rd. I love being surrounded by woods and 

streams, and the flat crushed gravel course is ideal for long, relaxed runs. As hot as it was last 

summer, being in a fully shaded spot was another huge plus. 

 

I wasn’t able to convince anyone to join me, but I knew a couple of runners who would be doing the 

marathon there (much faster than I), and I was lucky to enlist my friend Steve Grufferman, who has 

run Boston 15 times himself, to provide some water/Gatorade stops. And of course, I landed the 

world’s best photographer—no lie— to greet me with camera in hand at the finish line: my dear 
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husband Ben Sussman. Finally, I knew I’d be surrounded by other runners, walkers and bikers on 

this popular trail, so I wouldn’t be alone. 

 

On Saturday, September 12, I laced up and began my 

race on the NCR trail at 7:15 a.m. It was a perfect day to 

run—overcast but not raining, neither too hot nor too 

cold, with a nice light breeze. I’m not going to lie and say 

it was easy doing all those miles by myself. But I got 

some great recognition and cheers from some people on 

the course who saw my Boston bib. I was happy to stop 

and chat with my friend Steve, who did three water stops 

for me. And it was great to see two local running legends 

– our own Ed Wilson, and Mikhail Petrovskikh, running 

their Boston virtual races on the course. I even 

spontaneously ran into a few groups of friends who 

happened to be running and biking on the trail. And 

when I crossed the finish line and finish tape that my 

husband had so beautifully set up for me, another Boston 

runner that I did not know finished right on my heels 

and asked to use our props for his own photos, which we 

were happy to oblige! In subsequent days, I was 

enthralled to connect with Virtual Boston runners from 

around the country and world through social media, from 

lucky souls who had entire communities and families by their side to driven individuals who got up 

at 4AM to run solo on a lonely country road.  

This was not a fast marathon for me. I was not aiming for a PR, and there was no unicorn or age 

group win to chase. But for those very reasons, I probably enjoyed it more than all the other ones 

that came before, because at those races I was so focused on a single goal that I couldn’t fully enjoy 

the journey. This was not Boylston Street for sure, but one element of my vision for that day 

remained intact: my joy and relief at crossing that virtual finish line healthy and strong enough to 

complete Boston 2020. Whatever happens from this point on is out of my hands. If I am lucky enough 

to squeak through with my time and get into the next Boston Marathon, whenever that happens, I’ll 

be there. And yeah, it has occurred to me that if the race is any time after September 25, 2021, I’ll 

have an extra 15 minutes in my favor because I’ll have moved up to the 65-69 age group. But until 

and unless that happens, I’m swearing off marathons FOREVER. Really, I mean it. I think. 

 

TRACK MEET RECAP 

Submitted by Coach Phil Lang 

 

The unique year that is 2020 led to track meets being offered on weeknights 

in the Summer and Fall, yes the Fall.  

 

Track meets are a bit easier to manage regarding social distancing and crowd 

size suggested limits during this pandemic.  A slower time schedule and 

calling just one heat at a time to check in and go to the starting line allowed 
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for people to arrive just in time for their event and leave after without ever having to be in an area 

that was to crowded.   

 

Participants and spectators followed the required CDC guidelines at these meets very well.  The 5 

meets were limited in size and all lasted only 3 hours as registrations were managed accordingly.  

The Junior Striders Bullseye youth Spring track and field program was pushed back to the Summer 

and as other youth sports programs began competitions we decided to have a meet for our kids and of 

course others wanted to joined in.  Actually so many others wanted to join in that we had 4 more 

meets with the last meet being Thursday October 8.  This final meet included a 5k on the track and 

wow did that event bring out some amazing athletes and they performed in a big way in perfect 

conditions.  We felt like we were hosting what is known as "distance night" at the Penn Relays.  The 

results of all 5 meets can be found here.  Here are the Summer Series records that were established 

this year: 

60 hurdles, females Payton Buchanan 13.26 

80 hurdles, males Connor Fries 16.11, females Ava Carr 16.53 

100 hurdles, males Teran Wakefield 15.22, females Serena Landsman 15.46 

110 hurdles, males Isiah Rucker 15.32 

200 hurdles, males Gregory Whitfield 27.80, females Morgan Greene 30.93 

300 hurdles, males Andrew Ray 39.67, females Elly Gill 50.22 

100, males Nyckoles Harbor 10.65, females Christal Pommells 12.77 

200, males Nyckoles Harbor 21.72, females Sameena Mathew 25.11 

400, males Andre Clarke 47.93, females Sameena Mathew 56.97 

800, males Isaiah Schulties 1:55.47, females Mikayla Moxley 2:19.12 

1600, males Alex Lombardo 4:20.38, females Aanchal Kasargod 5:18.91 

3200, males Jake Gelfand 9:38.90, females Nimrit Ahuja 11:35.17 

5000, males Eldad Mulugeta 14:45.52, females Juliette Whittaker 16:58.31 

Shot put, males Chett Brunner 54' 10.5", females Trinity Franklin 41' 1.5" 

Discus, males Chett Brunner 163' 4", females Orianna Moore 109' 8" 

Long jump, males Aaron Ray 22' 5", females Morgan Nasir 16' 8.5" 

Triple jump, males Josh Greene 46' 9.25", females Kayla Bushey 39' 4" 

 

YOUTH PROGRAM UPDATE 
Submitted by Coach Phil Lang 

 

The Fall of 2020 has led to an addition of a high school XC program for the 

Junior Striders Bullseye group since the high school sports programs are not 

competing this Fall.  The elementary and middle school age runners are still 

doing their thing as well but with smaller practice groups, multiple practice 

locations and multiple nights to minimize the crowd size and to minimize the 

risks associated with the pandemic.  High school coaches from 5 different 

schools in the County asked to join the club to ensure the high schoolers had 

something this Fall.  Twenty other coaches are working with the elementary 

and middle school age kids.  Somehow this Fall we are working with 285 cross country youth 

runners.  A special thanks to the coaches, kids and parents who are working hard to stay safe and to 

keep each other safe as we practice in a different way then we have in the past. 

 

https://www.athletic.net/TrackAndField/School.aspx?SchoolID=31741
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There are meets each Sunday in either Frederick or Montgomery County and many of the kids have 

taken advantage of the opportunities to compete.  A lot of rules and different plans went into place to 

get approvals from the parks to hold these events.  No more race day registration, only pre-

registration is allowed to ensure the meet directors know exactly how many people are coming and 

when.  No course walks before the event and no tents as spending a lot of time at the meet is not 

allowed.  The starting times for each age group is specific and followed so the meet schedule for each 

meet allows parents and kids to show just before their event and then they are asked to leave shortly 

after they are done to keep the crowd size to a minimum.  Chip and fully automated timing (FAT), 

typically used at track meets, is being used so that the athletes can finish and do not need stickers or 

tear tags pulled from their shirt.  Masks are being worn when not running and social distancing is 

being done throughout the park.  The events are taking much longer than in the past as there is time 

between age group races so people can leave before others show up.  This seems to be the only way at 

this point and being flexible and doing things a bit different in 2020 is something we have all come to 

understand. 

 

Some of us plan to travel to Tallahassee for the AAU Junior Olympic XC National Championships on 

December 5 and the highlights of the regular season competitions and the National meet will be 

shared in the next newsletter! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Submitted by Clarese Astrin, social@striders.net  

 

In September, we had a fun and informative virtual seminar called “Butt to Gut,” with physical 

therapist Megan Greco and registered dietitian Denise Lichaa. They gave advice about staying 

healthy and strong during COVID so we are ready to run when racing returns.  

 

Megan demonstrated some great strength and stretching moves. Denise discussed foods that help 

improve blood flow and reduce inflammation, and an shared easy and versatile spicy peanut sauce 

made of 1/3 cup unsalted peanut butter (or 5 tbs peanut butter powder, 1/4 cup orange juice, 1/4 cup 

soy sauce or tamari, 1 tsp red pepper flakes, 1 minced clove of garlic whisked together. She suggested 

using this sauce over beet or zucchini zoodles with your favorite vegetables and tofu, chicken, or 

salmon.  

 

Next up, we are planning a virtual social where Striders can meet and chat with members of the 

board - stay tuned! 

mailto:social@striders.net
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VIRTUAL AND LIVE RACE RESULTS 
Submitted by Greg Lepore  

 

   If there are races that you are running and would like to share your time, or if your 

name is missing or time is inaccurate, let us know by emailing 

newsletter@striders.net Way to go, Striders! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Virtual Arbutus Firecracker 10k 

July 4, 2020 Phil Lang                         42:26 Pamela Jock                       46:18 Dennis Albright                   47:49 Aggie Wojdon                      50:12 David Hopkins                   1:01:33 Marc Hermstein                  1:04:31 Susan Kim                       1:04:46 Wiebke Hannigan                 1:05:57 Elizabeth Brock                 1:17:35 Arleen Dinneen                  2:05:0 Phil Lang                         42:26 Pamela Jock                       46:18 Dennis Albright                   47:49 Aggie Wojdon                      50:12 David Hopkins                   1:01:33 Marc Hermstein                  1:04:31 Susan Kim                       1:04:46 Wiebke Hannigan                 1:05:57 Elizabeth Brock                 1:17:35 Arleen Dinneen                  2:05:0 
 

Phil Lang  42:26 

Pamela Jock  46:18 

Dennis Albright                47:49 

Aggie Wojdon  50:12 

David Hopkins               1:01:33 

Marc Hermstein                   1:04:31 

Susan Kim            1:04:46 

Wiebke Hannigan        1:05:57 

Elizabeth Brock            1:17:35 

Arleen Dinneen           2:05:00

  

Catoctin 50K 

Frederick, MD 

July 11, 2020 

 

Aaron Ellison                  5:58:02 

Keith Levasseur             6:37:38 

Ryan Brown             9:16:46 

Sole of the City 10k 

 Baltimore, MD 

July 22, 2020 

 

Chris Wilson  51:45 

Kelli Berg  55:45 

Michael Willis  57:51 

Sarah Delehanty  1:01:01 

Donna Hyatt  1:04:00 

Jill Hartman  1:04:00 

Julie Baker  1:06:52 

Jewel Devries  1:11:49 

Fay Carroll  1:13:29 

Arlene Feldman  1:15:00 

Norma Street   1:15:32 

April Kopec  1:38:35 

mailto:newsletter@striders.net
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 Endless Summer 6-Hour Run 

Annapolis, MD 

August 20, 2020 

 

Faye Weaver    35.6576 mi 

Jill May     26.2182 mi 

Carol Wesolowski   25.2485 mi 

Aaron Ellison    39.5273 mi 

Juan Fernandez    21.8485 mi 

Henry Peck    17.4788 mi 

Bel Air Town Run 5k 

Bel Air, MD 

August 9, 2020 

 

John Chall  20:49 

Nadrat Siddique  24:21 

Alyssa Mitchell  25:34 

Pamela Yao  27:55 

Carol Wesolowski 29:56 

Amanda Idstein  35:40 

Lawrence Freeman 36:48 
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WELCOME 20 NEW MEMBERS SINCE 7/1/2020 

Submitted by Lynda Allera, membership@striders.net  

 

Adegboyega Adejana Susan Friedman 

Michelle Adejana Katie Haslup 

Teniola Adejana Mateo Hidalgo 

Abiola Adejana Aarush Kejriwal 

Eriola Adejana  

WE  OUR VOLUNTEERS! 

Submitted by Phil Lang 
It DOES take a village!  We hope to see your name 

added to this Wall of Gratitude in the next issue! 

We recognize that not all volunteers listed below are Strider members but we love you 

nonetheless!  And if we inadvertently missed you in this issue, please let us know! 

 

  

Youth 

Program 

 

 

FOOTPRINTS 

  

Youth 

Program 

 

 

FOOTPRINTS 

Nick Agoris   Pat Huffman   

Lynda Allera   Nick Kohout   

Rene Alonso   Phil Lang   

Bill Andrews   Vicki Lang   

Bill Arbelaez   Tiffany Lang   

Clarese Astrin   Pattie Laun   

Amanda Beal   Greg Lepore   

Katie Breitenbach   Jud Lincoln   

Chris Brewington   Amanda Loudin   

Bill Brown   

Tammy Lui 

Hermstein   

Jamila Brown   

Constantine 

Matsakis   

Steve Burns   Mack McLain   

Erick Camodeca   Lindsey Metzler   

Connor Croft   Pam Mooring   

Zack Dickerson   Craig Morgan   

David Dushkin   Brian Murphy   

Doug Edwards   Greg Orlofsky   

Debbie Ellinghaus   Lisa Robinson   

Mark Gilmore   Phil Rogers   

Maria Grafov   Eric Schuler   

Katie Harman   Brian Sivitz   

Jeff Heiges   Colleen Sullivan   

mailto:membership@striders.net
mailto:newsletter@striders.net?subject=Volunteer%20List%20Correction%20for%204/1/2018%20FOOTPRINTS
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Youth 

Program 

 

 

FOOTPRINTS 

  

Youth 

Program 

 

 

FOOTPRINTS 

Colleen Sullivan   

Michelle 

Weaver   

Katarina Talanova   

Michelle 

Wineberg   

Ben Thomas   Bryan Winfield   

Allyson Tufano      

 

 

BOARD BLATHER 
Submitted by Bill Brown, secretary@striders.net 

 

The HCS Board meets once a month to discuss club business. What exactly is 

club business? The newsletter’s latest addition, Board Blather, is a quarterly 

recap intended to answer that very question.  

 

2020—Third Quarter 

 

The pandemic continues as does the work of your Board of Directors. Usually during the summer 

months we find Striders in the midst of training for Fall races, but not this year. While we did try to 

have some Virtual Training Programs they did not take place due to a lack of interest, but we have 

decided to try again in the Fall. Our Youth Striders program successfully returned to socially 

distanced, in-person training. Our greatest accomplishments this quarter was conducting an All 

Club online survey to determine interest in virtual and/or in-person training and races, we planned 

and launched registration for Run through the Grapevine (which sold out) and planned a Virtual 

Turkey Trot Training Program which will hopefully culminate in the Annual Turkey Trot Prediction 

Run (which is still in the planning stages). Finally, as we prepare for our Annual Meeting the 

Nominations Committee is searching for individuals to serve in several open positions on the Board. 

We currently are looking for people to serve as Treasurer, Membership and Volunteer Coordinator. If 

you are interested please reach out to our Club President, Cecilia Murach.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:secretary@striders.net
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
By Cecilia Murach, president@striders.net  

 

Dear Striders, 

Fall is here! At last the heat and humidity is behind us!  Thank you for 

staying engaged with the club, sending your feedback and questions, and 

assisting the Board by answering our survey.  I have some great news to 

share, and a few requests to make. I am excited that we are able to slowly 

start adding back a few club activities, with safety precautions in mind! 

 

Many of you are taking part in the new virtual training program underway – it makes me so happy 

that we were able to coordinate a safe training alternative under the lead of Melinda Krummerich.  

The Board is hopeful that soon we will be also able to resume in person training as well for those 

who are interested, with small groups that meet one a week staggered in different locations around 

the county.  If you have suggestions or are willing to coach a group, please be in touch with Rachel 

Sanborn at specialprograms@striders.net.  Stay tuned for more updates on this front. 

 

We are also able to resume some racing and continue with our Fall traditions of Run through the 

Grapevine and Turkey Trot Prediction Run!  Special Races director Hafiz Shaikh, Tukey Trot Race 

Director Dylan Walker, and our team of volunteers have carefully planned the logistics of Grapevine 

and Turkey Trot so we can enjoy racing again, with the necessary COVID-19 precautions. Needless 

to say, both events will look and feel very different than what we are used to. However, we wanted to 

offer the option of tried-and-true racing with these no-frills events. If you read the information listed 

on the race registration page for Grapevine, I hope you will be reassured that we are taking every 

measure possible to keep you safe. Similar measures will be put in place for Turkey Trot. 

 

I would like to ask for your help in two areas.  First, I would like to let you know that we have a few 

openings on our Board of Directors.  We have vacancies for Membership Director, Volunteer 

Coordinator, and Treasurer.  These positions don’t require previous special knowledge, other than 

the willingness to serve your running club.  All the training you will need to perform these jobs will 

be provided.  If you are interested in applying, or would like to recommend a candidate for these 

positions, please email me at president@striders.net  I am happy to answer any of your questions 

about the open roles.   

 

Finally, I would like to also thank you for your continued support in maintaining safe practices and 

socially distancing during your runs.  With the flu season around the corner, and as we resume some 

carefully planned club activities, I would like to ask you to stay vigilant and continue to follow CDC 

guidelines. Please keep those most vulnerable in our community in mind when you run, walk, or 

participate in the limited club events we are offering.  Let’s continue to show our neighbors that we 

care about the health and wellbeing of all around us.  Thank you for everything you have already 

done to stay healthy and keep those around you safe. 

 

As always, don’t hesitate to reach out to me with questions, suggestions, comments.  

Happy Halloween!! 

Cecilia Murach, President 

Howard County Striders    

mailto:president@striders.net
mailto:specialprograms@striders.net
mailto:president@striders.net
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2020 STRIDERS LEADERSHIP 

Board of Directors 

 
 
Top Row: Cecilia Murach (President), Bill Arbelaez (Vice President), Carrie Anderson (Treasurer), 

Caroline Bauer (Racing Team) Clarese Astrin (Social), Melinda Krummerich (Weekly Series), Hafiz 

Shaikh (Special Races), Pattie Laun (Volunteering), Lynda Allera (Membership), Rene Alonso 

(Communications), Bill Brown (Secretary), Rachel Sanborn (Special Programs), Greg Orlofksy 

(Youth Programs). Not pictured: Mark Buschman (Racing Team) and Eric Schuler (Website) 

 


